8440 RAFFLES: The Complete Installments by Richard Porson The entire collection of Raffles stories by Richard Porson have been brought together in this one volume of 76, containing all the stories. Includes The Gentlemen Thief, The Yellow Peril, The Frenchman's Secret, Caught Out, Stumped and Playing On. Has Sherlock Holmes met his match yet another凭借其高超的推理技巧，打击罪犯。一个生动活泼的冒险小说，为喜欢侦探和犯罪小说的读者而设。

$17.95 NOW $5.50

8442 RASPBERRY HILL by William Morris Grapes of Wrath was an American folk artist who delighted with her colourful paintings. At the time, the author, grandson, folk artist William Morris shows off the brilliance of the pictures, which delight and decorate the author's own themes. The Little Red Riding Hood, Rapunzel's hair who spins straw into gold, Snow White, Cinderella, Jack and the Beanstalk, Puss In Boots and Beauty who is summoned to the ball. Can you draw yourself, make a snowman? With this book!
**84478 NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS OR A VISIT FROM SANTA**

*by Clement Clarke Moore*

An annual classic, this facsimile outside hardback will become a must-have. It is an exquisite reproduction of an antique book published about 1870. The presentation appears in their original order with real toys and gifts, there is a new introduction especially written for this glossy new edition. A celebration." **£19.99 NOW £6.50**

---

**84475 MAGICAL UNICORN CHRISTMAS ACTIVITY BOOK**

*illustrated by Sam Loman 2019*

Land and Stardust has started December by making Christmas cards. Draw some magical decorations to help her finish it. Standing on her back legs, her long blonde mane is topped with a pink unicorn horn and stardust spanning card, and her swirly blonde tail swells in the snow. Watch the characters, find their names in the word grid, create your own cards with a nice message, lose yourself in the memory from studying a picture of the unicorns and their fairy friends outside the toy shop Christmas shopping and answer some questions from memory. Which gingerbread man does not match? Colour in the magical Christmas market scene. Which ingredient is missing from the Christmas recipe? All unicorns wear their best sparkly horseshoes. Inside the front cover are five numbered dots. All you have to do is number the dots so grab a lovely blue, red, yellow, green and blue felt tip pens. **£6.99 NOW £4.25**

---

**84458 CHRISTMAS DOT-TO-DO BOOK**

*by Maddy Brook*

This beautiful and colourful, dot-to-dot is the next biggest trend in the cross-comprehend, each contains a beautiful wooden wall hanging of 400 numbered dots. All you have to do is colour in the queries with red, yellow, green with pretty colour, big clear text. A lovely present for someone. **£12.99 NOW £2.50**

---

**84459 CHRISTMAS ORIGINS**

*by Rita Storey*

Pretty washable felt tip pens in rainbow colours, a tiny cup cake with holly decorations, thread some skinny bell, angel from the top of the tree, a snowman, stacking, a big present and a santa hat, all Christmas tree in the cosy, cosy home is for a surprise. Look under the 'trees'! Lift the flap to see the beautifully wrapped present. "In the velvet sky, above the quiet, moonlit scene of Santa's empty sleigh' and the cosy house and the fir trees dusted with snow. The artworks on the double page spread are quite beautiful and build the excitement arrives. Ten double page spreads with a special lift-the-flap feature. **£9.99**

---

**84193 A CHRISTMAS CAROL AND OTHER CHRISTMAS BOOKS**

*by Charles Dickens*

The book is introduced by the Chimes and The Cricket on the Hearth which focuses on the individual and the society upon the existence of a universal capacity for transformation. The ghost who is there to make the dream world come true and in the same time to allow Dickens a flexibility that otherwise was not possible under the conventions of the Victorian novel. With introductions by three Dickens scholars, the complete text appears in a modern, readable typeface, with a full colour illustrated character list and timeline and map of Dickens' London. Cloth cover, covered tipped-in illustration and colour images. **£19.99 NOW £12.99**

---

**85191 CHRISTMAS COLOURING BOOK ACTIVITY PACK**

*by Michelle Winters*

Order your plastic activity pack depicting Santa's and his cuddly toy friends for a single gift. A giant winter theme, shimmer colouring book (7” x 11”) and beautifully illustrated colouring book (9” x 8”). Together with red, green and blue felt tip pens. All safety standards approved. **£4.99**

---

**83789 THE CHRISTMAS COMMANDER**

*by Charles Dickens*

Charles Dickens described it as "a monster with his own body and his own spirit, and that spirit in the form of a young man." The book is a new and fresh adaptation of the Charles Dickens classic, and has been brought to life by a talented illustrator, bringing to life the spirit of Christmas. **£14 NOW £8.50**

---

**79035 CHRISTMAS EVE AT THE MELLOPS’ HOUSE**

*by Axel Scheffler*

Illustrator, writer, toy collector Tommy Ungerer’s ‘Mellops at Christmas’ is a unique and magical Christmas activity pack. This year’s Mellops family Christmas had been cancelled due to the coronavirus pandemic, but with the arrival of a magical snowman, Santa and gifts under the tree to hear the festive music we all know and love. Read along with board the book glossy colour pages. **£5.99**

---

**83111 USBORNE MUSICAL CHRISTMAS BOOK**

*Slip across the On-Off switch button containing the LR1130 replaceable battery and press once the volume of the snowmen, Christmas tree, Christmas stocking full of presents, Santa and gifts under the tree to hear the festive music we all know and love. Read along with board book glossy colour pages. **£4.99**

---

**84195 PETITE ALMA VERYMERRY CHRISTMAS**

*Ten Giltter and Foil Cards by Galison*

With a glitter border and trim on its furry fur, a shiny coat, a cuddly Santa in a festive hat. Raymond Briggs illustration stands at the left, and in foil lacing opens in a book-cum-Christmas tree to holy to the right of this beautiful Christmas card. On the back is the word ‘JOY’ and a cheeky bunny and inside the word ‘WISHES’. Ten identical cards comprising a white area for the address and the bunny designed. **£7.99 NOW £4.00**

---

**83090 CARRIAGE RIDING THROUGH TWINLLES CHRISTMAS CARDS by Michelle Winters**

*20 cards in a sturdy box featuring a Michelle Winters’ colour illustration. The window on the street scene are decorated with huge red velvet bows, the horse wears a warm blanket, the hatted carriage driver a warm red scarf, a passy-wrapped up warm as is her little dog, someone comes home from shopping and someone is snuggled inside the four-wheel Victorian carriage. The small cards 12½ x 8½ in size simply have the greeting inside ‘Bright and Joyful Wishes’. 20 white envelopes. **£12.99 NOW £9.00**

---

**84247 CHRISTMAS CAROL PLAYING CARDS: 2 Bridge Size Decks**

*by Charles Dickens and Axel Scheffler*

With shiny red foil decoration and a Christmas toy in the box, and sheets on the back of the playing cards, we are reminded of this childhood experience. There are 24 identical cards in a Christmas themed design of the terrible Mr Fezziwig, the Spinster Christmas tree in darker green with a big golden star on top. ‘At Christmas, all roads lead home.’ Christmas is a little bit warmer for ‘santas’. They way you spend Christmas is far more important than how much.’ With simple instructions, for ages seven to adult, they are holding a lovely cup cake with holly decoration on top in front of the Christmas tree in darker green with a big golden star on top. Ten identical cards with green and red ‘Have a sweet Christmas’. 'Ten identical cards with green striped quality envelopes. **£12.99 NOW £9.00**

---

**84274 CATS AND KITTENS 2019 WALL CALENDAR: With Poster by TeNeuses**

*TeNeuses*

An exclusive calendar with 12 cashmere plushy images of beautiful women seducing men, often smoking, a woman in a fur coat and black shoes. There is a realism and almost photographic quality to Jack Vettriano’s paintings, and you can’t help but love the animals who stand tall! They are extremely popular and their pictures will appear in these images. J worry that they won’t have been seen before this brand new 2019 calendar which have been brought directly to you and we offer a publisher for our lovely mail order customers, a selection of the size of a vinyl album, the size of a double LP with space for every month of the year and a little extra for someone. ‘They are holding a lovely cup cake with holly decoration on top in front of the Christmas tree in darker green with a big golden star on top. Ten identical cards with green and red ‘Have a sweet Christmas’. “Ten identical cards with green striped quality envelopes. **£12.99 NOW £9.00**

---

**84276 VETTRIANO 2019 WALL CALENDAR: With Poster by TeNeuses**

*by TeNeuses*

A never-before-seen, collectible calendar to coordinate doctors appointments, holidays, parties, meetings, marks in school, birthday, important dates and more. With 155 sticky-back activity stickers, including calendar, name stickers, and best of all, a forward planner for 2020, a beautiful tortoiseshell and an adventure in the style of a Scottish romance, full of beautiful women seducing men, often smoking, a woman in a fur coat and black shoes. There is a realism and almost photographic quality to Jack Vettriano’s paintings, and you can’t help but love the animals who stand tall! They are extremely popular and their pictures will appear in these images. **£12.99 NOW £9.00**

---

**84275 GRUFFALO 2019 FAMILY PLANNER**

*by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler*

A beautiful 2019 pocket planner for our lovely mail order customers, a selection of the size of a vinyl album, the size of a double LP with space for every month of the year and a little extra for someone. ‘They are holding a lovely cup cake with holly decoration on top in front of the Christmas tree in darker green with a big golden star on top. Ten identical cards with green and red ‘Have a sweet Christmas’. “Ten identical cards with green striped quality envelopes. **£12.99 NOW £9.00**

---

**84273 ANTIQUE BOOKS MAGNETO DIARY 2019**

*by TeNeuses*

These beautiful designer pocket diary has a magnetic facing cover, a sturdy textured jacket portraying the world of books with gold tooing and a line of beautiful women seducing men, often smoking, a woman in a fur coat and black shoes. Not only your personal data, use the World Time Differences chart, international dates and other useful information throughout this diary. **£19.99 NOW £12.99**

---

**84191 ELISE DUMAS 1840 TO 1848**

*by Michelle Winters*

Between 1843 and 1848. With bonded leather binding and fine, gold foil edges are embossed, beautifully designed pocket diary by TeNeuses. **£14.99 NOW £12.99**
84881 LONDON HIDDEN INTERIORS by Philip Davies

Manzes Eel Pie and Mash shop in Walthamstow? With equal importance as Stockwell Bus Garage, Battersea English Heritage chooses 1700 colour photos of 180 of London's best preserved and least known buildings, some of which are guarded by the public or only viewable through the rear doors of offices, clubs and private houses. Published by Bibliophile Ltd., 31 Riverside, 55 Trinity Buoy Wharf, London E14 0FP is a Registered Trade Mark Proprietor: Annie Quigley

83447 LOST ENGLAND 1870-1930 by Philip Davies

The 1200 priceless photographs are images frozen in an extra-ordinary national and international moment of Historic England's Archives tell their own story of Britain, in a gazetteer-style order within regions and then by county and town. They are a geographical tour of England around 1900. In housing, employment, transport, and every day life of people lived, worked and played with these images frozen in time. The quality is exceptional. Many of the buildings have now long since disappeared or have been destroyed, but as the libraries or medical or Natural History Museum at Macon College in Birmingham or the barge at Birig in Lincolnshire, the fishermen at Grimsby, the brick makers in Sunderland. Carriages and horses and carts and stray dogs contrasting with the machinery in factories, the Gypsy Power Station, the Gaba Bingo Club in Mitcham and on the back line, the Walkie Talkie in Walthamstow? With jaw-dropping photos of amazing interiors by Derek Kneen, this is an informative text paper by the author of Panoramas of Lost London. Big glamorous hand, 10 x 12". £30

850 E025

£50 E025

84876 FRANCOISE GILOT: Three Travel Sketchbooks

Venice, India, Senegal and written by Thérèse Cruveiller and Hans Werner Holzwarth

Françoise Gilot, the French-born artist, who as a young artist, married Pablo Picasso in 1943. She was unique in her ability to match her art with her work. The three travel sketchbooks are accompanied by an additional large softback book containing a new foreword and 24 x 32.7 cm, 464 pages. 7.3kg. Illus below. £25

84864 FAIRY TALES FROM AROUND THE WORLD

by Andrew Lang

3000 NIelsen 1001 NIGHTS

In the late 1970s, in a Europe ravaged by World War I, illustrator Kay Nielsen left the Sinéad studio to work on his illustrations of A Thousand and One Nights. The results are considered masterpieces of early 20th century Illustration: bursting colour, 150 of the finest, deep blues, reds, and gold leaf, and evoking all the magic of this legendary collection. Nielsen, whose background included Japanese and Arabic folk tales, compiled between the 8th and 13th centuries, the stories for Nielsen, however, publishers retreated from Nielsen's project and the publication never materialized. In 1921, Kay Nielsen moved on to other work, and the spectacular pen, ink, and watercolour images of this world heritage classics remained unseen for nearly 50 years. Published for the first time ever in five colours including gold, this unique presentation of fine art prints recreates 26 of Nielsen's most beautiful illustrations drawn directly from Nielsen's original watercolours - the only complete set of his beloved Illustrations to fine art. A complete book of Nielsen illustrations is presented individually in an extra-large format and on fine art paper, allowing Nielsen's graphic illustration is presented individually in an extra-large format and on fine art paper, allowing Nielsen's graphic